**Telegram Frame Selection Guide**

**NEW** Nadler Copper Frame
- with Chocolate 2.2X
- Bioptic I Telescope

Wire 047 Gold Frame
- with Black 3.0X
- Bioptic Telescope

Titanium 077 Chocolate Chrome Frame
- with Chocolate 3.0X
- Bioptic Telescope

Rimless Silver Frame
- with Silver 2.2X
- Bioptic I Telescope

Yeoman Black Frame
- with Black 2.2X
- Bioptic I Telescope

Titanium 109DB Chocolate Chrome Frame
- with Chocolate 2.2X
- Bioptic I Telescope

Titanium 077 Silver Chrome Frame
- with Beige 2.2X
- Full Diameter Telescope

Wire 047 Gold Frame
- with Black 3.0X
- Bioptic Telescope

Titanium 062 Chocolate Chrome Frame
- with Chocolate 2.2X
- Bioptic I Telescope
## Telescope Frame Selection Guide

**Sizes and Specifications**

### Yeoman
- **Color:** Black
- **Available Frame Sizes:**
  - 42-20
  - 42-22
  - 44-20
  - 44-22
  - 46-20
  - 46-22
  - 48-20
  - 48-22
  - 50-22
  - 52-20
  - 52-22
  - 54-20
  - 54-22
- **Temple Sizes:** 5.50 / 5.75 / 6.00 / 6.25 / 6.50 / 6.75 / 7.00
- The difference between the A (horizontal) and B (vertical) is 6 mm.
- Included in price of Telescopic System / $80.00 when purchased separately

### Nadler
- **Colors:** Silver (top left) / Mauve (bottom left) / Copper (on front page)
- **Frame Size:** 48-17
- **Lens Dimensions:** A - 48 mm  B - 39 mm  ED - 46 mm
- **Temple Sizes:** 135 or 140
- Additional $25.00 with Telescopic System / $55.00 when purchased separately

### Wire 047
- **Colors:** Tortoise (on left) / Gold (on front page)
- **Frame Size:** 51-17
- **Lens Dimensions:** A - 50 mm  B - 41 mm  ED - 49 mm
- **Temple Size:** 140
- Additional $15.00 with Telescopic System / $45.00 when purchased separately

### Titanium 062
- **Color:** Chocolate Chrome
- **Frame Size:** 54-19
- **Lens Dimensions:** A - 54 mm  B - 44 mm  ED - 56 mm
- **Temple Sizes:** 140 or 150
- Additional $70.00 with Telescopic System / $100.00 when purchased separately

### Wire 109DB:
- **Colors:** Wire Frames: Silver / Blue / Rose / Gold (on left)
  - Titanium Frame: Chocolate (on front pg)
- **Frame Size:** 52-17
- **Lens Dimensions:** A - 52 mm  B - 35 mm  ED - 53 mm
- **Temple Sizes:** 135 or 140
- Wire Frames: Additional $20.00 with Telescopic System
  - $50.00 when purchased separately
  - Titanium Frames: Additional $70.00 with Telescopic System
  - $100.00 when purchased separately
- **NOT available for Expanded Field Telescopes**

### Titanium 109DB
- **Color:** Chocolate Chrome (left)
  - Silver Chrome (on front page)
- **Frame Size:** 48-18
- **Lens Dimensions:** A - 48 mm  B - 33 mm  ED - 47 mm
- **Temple Sizes:** 135, 140, 145 or 150
- Additional $70.00 with Telescopic System / $100.00 when purchased separately

### Rimless
- **Temple Sizes:** 135, 140, 145 or 150
- **Lens Dimensions**
  - LoRusso: A-52mm  B-36mm  ED-56mm
  - Shelby: A-51mm  B-38mm  ED-51mm
- Plano additional $110.00 or Single Vision additional $135 with Telescopic System
  - $200.00 when purchased separately and includes A/R coated Trivex Lenses
- **NOT available for Expanded Field Telescopes**

---

**Designs for Vision**
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